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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 276



Intermediate Unit 7a (20 activity (ies) 01:54:29) Keywords [16 word(s)] brochure budget to cancel (v.) competitor convention center expenditure to organize (v.) over the phone paperwork price list to print out (v.) registration to set up (v.) to sort out (v.) strategic trade show



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] brochure budget to cancel competitor convention center expenditure to organize over the phone paperwork price list to print out registration to set up to sort out strategic trade show
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



I'd like to receive your catalog. With a price list in yen, if that's possible. I'm afraid we don't have a price list in yen. All of our prices are in dollars. Our export prices are quoted in dollars.



2



3 3 2



That'll have to do, then. Can I have your company name and address? Would you give me your company name and address?



3



6 6



That's all right. Send me whatever you've got. 6 6



Would you give me your company name and address? Can I have your company name and address?



4



The name is Boardman. I'm sorry, can you repeat that? Could you spell that for me, please? Would you mind saying that again?



5



5 5 5



Boardman: B - O - A - R - D - M - A - N. 6 7 6



And your address, Mr. Boardman? Thank you. I've got that now, Mr. Boardman. Your company name and address, Mr. Boardman?



6



TOKYO Engineering Systems, 7, HATCHMOBORI 7-CHOME CHUOU-KU, TOKYO 104 JAPAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Boardman. I'll get that off to you right away. I'll put that in the mail for you, Mr. Boardman. I'll see you get that as soon as possible.
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Thank you very much. Goodbye.



7



Thank you very much. Goodbye. Thank you very much. Goodbye.



7 7
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7



Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention Center. How can I help you?" Could I have some information about the stands, please? I would like to confirm my company's registration at next month's show. We're having second thoughts about our stand.



8



That's not a problem. I'll see what we have left.



9 9



I'll see what we have left.



9



That's understandable. You might have to pay a little more. Yes, you weren't in a strategic spot last year.



10 10 10



8



Do you have any preference for the location? We don't want to be too close to our competitors. As centrally located as possible. I don't want to be put in the middle of nowhere again!



10



8 11



What size stand did you have in mind? Thirty square feet. We pre-booked the smallest size. But on second thought, we'd like a larger one. We're launching a new product, so we need a large stand.



9



One moment, please. Certainly, just hold the line for one moment. One moment, please.



I can offer you a stand near the center, but it may be too small. Or I can give you a much larger stand near the entrance and exit. I think the latter would be the best solution.



Anything would be better than last year. I'll take the one by the entrance. The smaller one should be all right. But please call me if a larger one becomes available.
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There's bound to be a lot of passers-by. That'll be good for business. There's bound to be a lot of passers-by. That'll be good for business. That's unlikely to happen. But you never know, somebody may cancel.
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11



11



11



Well, everything seems to be in order. You can pick up your name tags and welcome kit at the reception desk when you arrive.



11



Our company will be sending two more people.



I hope our ad is in the trade show brochure. I'll see that Mrs. Beckett sends a check out today.



The paperwork can be sorted out once they get there. But they will need to bring a passport photo. Yes, it is. The new phones look very impressive. Thank you.



12 12



Just one last minor detail, when were you hoping to set up the stand?



12



We had hoped to do it the night before the show. We haven't got that much furniture. Putting the cell phones out on display is time-consuming, though. It'll take some time, so we'll need the whole day before.



That's fine. I can imagine.



13 13



That's fine.



13



Well, I look forward to seeing you and your colleagues in two weeks.



13



Yes, keep your fingers crossed for the product launch! It's an important date on the industry calendar.



Thanks for the help. See you in Boston.



Yes, I sure will. Yes, the Boston Trade Show is crucial for drumming up new export business. Goodbye, and good luck!



Dictation [1 exercises] 1



12



1 2 3 4 5



I'd like your catalog with a price list in yen, please. I'm afraid we don't have a price list in yen. All of our export prices are in dollars. That's fine. The most important thing is the catalog. I'll send that out to you right away. The main postpositions



Sentence Pronunciation [40 sentence(s)] I'm afraid we don't have a price list in yen. All of our prices are in dollars. Our export prices are quoted in dollars. Can I have your company name and address? Would you give me your company name and address? I'm sorry, can you repeat that? Could you spell that for me, please? Would you mind saying that again? And your address, Mr. Boardman? Thank you. I've got that now, Mr. Boardman.
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Your company name and address, Mr. Boardman? Thank you very much, Mr. Boardman. I'll get that off to you right away. I'll put that in the mail for you, Mr. Boardman. I'll see you get that as soon as possible. Could I have some information about the stands, please? I would like to confirm my company's registration at next month's show. We're having second thoughts about our stand. Thirty square feet. We pre-booked the smallest size. But on second thought, we'd like a larger one. We're launching a new product, so we need a large stand. We don't want to be too close to our competitors. As centrally located as possible. I don't want to be put in the middle of nowhere again! I think the latter would be the best solution. Anything would be better than last year. I'll take the one by the entrance. The smaller one should be all right. But please call me if a larger one becomes available. Our company will be sending two more people. I hope our ad is in the trade show brochure. I'll see that Mrs. Beckett sends a check out today. We had hoped to do it the night before the show. We haven't got that much furniture. Putting the cell phones out on display is time-consuming, though. It'll take some time, so we'll need the whole day before. Yes, keep your fingers crossed for the product launch! It's an important date on the industry calendar. Thanks for the help. See you in Boston.



Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



ow



show



phones nowhere hold slowly quoted located



U



good goodbye put pre-booked putting



m



missed must name company time much
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the present indicative. The CEO wasn't accepting any incoming calls. He looked as though he was particularly absorbed in his work. It seemed that an announcement of great importance for the company was imminent. It certainly appeared that there was something serious about to take place. He said he felt that important changes were necessary in the export department. It appeared that he was right since it was less than effective. He sounded convinced of his intention to implement drastic changes. I hoped the export department felt ready to face the bad news. The CEO isn't accepting any incoming calls. He looks as though he is particularly absorbed in his work. It seems that an announcement of great importance for the company is imminent. It certainly appears that there is something serious about to take place. He says he feels that important changes are necessary in the export department. It appears that he is right since it is less than effective. He sounds convinced of his intention to implement drastic changes. I hope the export department feels ready to face the bad news. Verbs expressing impressions and feelings



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Past perfect
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2



'To look forward to'
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3



Words ending in 'ever'



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to arrive)



I had arrived



he (to be)



he had been



she (to write)



she had written



it (to close)



it had closed



we (to call)



we had called



you (to learn)



you had learned you had learnt



they (to open)



they had opened



Past perfect
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [2 exercises] 1



Would you give me your name and address? It's Boardman . I'm sorry, I didn't quite catch your name. Would you mind saying that again ? Transitive and intransitive verbs



2



It smelt as if the canteen was burning. The office looks like a bomb site. I feel like a fool. It sounds as though you need a break. This meal tastes awful. You look as if you should sit down for a while. Verbs expressing impressions and feelings Verbs without a continuous form



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: How do you feel? (sick)



I feel sick.



How does it taste? (awful)



It tastes awful.



Who does he look like? (Ken Kesey)



He looks like Ken Kesey.



How does she feel? (really good)



She feels really good.



Verbs expressing impressions and feelings
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2



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: I can't wait to go on holiday.



I'm looking forward to going on holiday.



We can't wait for her visit.



We're looking forward to her visit. We are looking forward to her visit.



You can't wait to give her the news.



You're looking forward to giving her the news. You are looking forward to giving her the news.



They can't wait to get home.



They're looking forward to getting home. They are looking forward to getting home.



'To look forward to'



3



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: I can't wait to go on holiday.



I'm looking forward to going on holiday.



They can't wait for spring.



They're looking forward to spring. They are looking forward to spring.



We can't wait for the new product launch.



We're looking forward to the new product launch. We are looking forward to the new product launch.



Judith can't wait to finish the job.



Judith's looking forward to finishing the job. Judith is looking forward to finishing the job. She's looking forward to finishing the job. She is looking forward to finishing the job.



'To look forward to'
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4



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: I can't wait to go on holiday.



I'm looking forward to going on holiday.



She can't wait to see him.



She's looking forward to seeing him. She is looking forward to seeing him.



They can't wait for the big day.



They're looking forward to the big day. They are looking forward to the big day.



Mr. Carter can't wait for the party.



Mr. Carter's looking forward to the party. Mr. Carter is looking forward to the party. He's looking forward to the party. He is looking forward to the party.



'To look forward to'



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



I'd like to receive your catalog. With a price list in yen, if that's possible. 3 3 2



I'm afraid we don't have a price list in yen. All of our prices are in dollars. Our export prices are quoted in dollars.



2



That'll have to do, then. 6 6



Can I have your company name and address? Would you give me your company name and address?



3



That's all right. Send me whatever you've got. 6 6



Would you give me your company name and address? Can I have your company name and address?



4



The name is Boardman. 5 5 5



I'm sorry, can you repeat that? Could you spell that for me, please? Would you mind saying that again?
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5



Boardman: B - O - A - R - D - M - A - N. 6 7 6



And your address, Mr. Boardman? Thank you. I've got that now, Mr. Boardman. Your company name and address, Mr. Boardman?



6



TOKYO Engineering Systems, 7, HATCHMOBORI 7-CHOME CHUOU-KU, TOKYO 104 JAPAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Boardman. I'll get that off to you right away. I'll put that in the mail for you, Mr. Boardman. I'll see you get that as soon as possible.



7



Thank you very much. Goodbye. Thank you very much. Goodbye.



7 7



One moment, please. Certainly, just hold the line for one moment. One moment, please.



8 11



That's not a problem. I'll see what we have left.



9 9



I'll see what we have left.



9



That's understandable. You might have to pay a little more. Yes, you weren't in a strategic spot last year.



10 10 10



8



What size stand did you have in mind? Thirty square feet. We pre-booked the smallest size. But on second thought, we'd like a larger one. We're launching a new product, so we need a large stand.



9



7



Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention Center. How can I help you?" Could I have some information about the stands, please? I would like to confirm my company's registration at next month's show. We're having second thoughts about our stand.



8



Thank you very much. Goodbye.



Do you have any preference for the location? We don't want to be too close to our competitors. As centrally located as possible. I don't want to be put in the middle of nowhere again!
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10



I can offer you a stand near the center, but it may be too small. Or I can give you a much larger stand near the entrance and exit. I think the latter would be the best solution.



Anything would be better than last year. I'll take the one by the entrance. The smaller one should be all right. But please call me if a larger one becomes available.



11



I hope our ad is in the trade show brochure. I'll see that Mrs. Beckett sends a check out today.



11



11



The paperwork can be sorted out once they get there. But they will need to bring a passport photo. Yes, it is. The new phones look very impressive. Thank you.



12



12 12



Just one last minor detail, when were you hoping to set up the stand? We had hoped to do it the night before the show. We haven't got that much furniture. Putting the cell phones out on display is time-consuming, though. It'll take some time, so we'll need the whole day before.



13



11



Well, everything seems to be in order. You can pick up your name tags and welcome kit at the reception desk when you arrive. Our company will be sending two more people.



12



There's bound to be a lot of passers-by. That'll be good for business. There's bound to be a lot of passers-by. That'll be good for business. That's unlikely to happen. But you never know, somebody may cancel.



That's fine. I can imagine.



13 13



That's fine.



13



Well, I look forward to seeing you and your colleagues in two weeks. Yes, keep your fingers crossed for the product launch! It's an important date on the industry calendar.



Thanks for the help. See you in Boston.
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Yes, I sure will. Yes, the Boston Trade Show is crucial for drumming up new export business. Goodbye, and good luck!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 Japan Singapore China Thailand Papua New Guinea the Philippines



2 yen pounds sterling Australian dollars euros rupees Canadian dollars



3 a deposit a price tag a credit card slip a school report a withdrawal a diary



4 a check a receipt an autograph a contract homework a bank statement



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



A CEO is the director of a company. secretary postman receptionist lawyer representative
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2



Running late means behind schedule. Jogging On time In advance Running for your life



3



Market leaders have the most sales and highest profits. Bankrupt firms Small businesses Self-employed people Trade shows Competitors



4



On the dot means at a precise time. Just after A little before Far too late Join the dots Spots and stripes



5



A great deal of thought is a lot of reflection. moment's notice second thought without hesitation quick check casual glance



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Even though' - 'Even if'
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2



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



3



The past subjunctive



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



I'll fax you our catalog and price list immediately. I'll fax you our catalog and price list immediately.



2



unlike most firms, we don't trade in unlike most firms, we don't trade in dollars
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dollars
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3



would you mind repeating your address again? would you mind repeating your address again?



4



I'm calling about the job advertised in the paper I'm calling about the job advertised in the paper



5



You'll have it tomorrow if You'll have it tomorrow if I put it



I



put it in the mail



in the today



mail



today



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Mystery Phrase [5 exercises] 1



A person that you work with. colleague



2



Currency of the United States. American dollars



3



To say a word letter by letter. spell



4



The science of designing and managing machines. engineering



5



Immediately. Often abbreviated as a.s.a.p. as soon as possible



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. latter minor away special busy particular



2



former major present regular free general



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. competitor calendar catalog arrangement risk
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rival schedule brochure plan gamble
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3



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. drop by set up get receive



visit organize take to be given



Intermediate Unit 7b (30 activity (ies) 02:31:48) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You have a job interview for the position of Product Manager.] Good afternoon, Mr. Dean. Please come in. Good afternoon. Thank you very much. I'm sorry I'm late for the interview.



2



2 2 2



That's O.K.



Can you tell me about your experience? 3 3 3



Well, I have a lot of experience. Yes, I have 3 years of experience. I have 5 years of experience.



3



In what field? I worked in the marketing department of a bank. In the marketing field. Currently, I work for a bank.



4



4 4 4



Can you tell me about your first job? 5 5 5



I had a job as a bank teller. Yes, I started as a bank teller. O.K., I started as a bank teller.
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5



Can you tell me where you studied? I studied at a French university. At a university in Spain. Yes, I was at college in Germany.



6



Oh, you were in France. Oh, you were at a Spanish university. Oh, you were at a German college.



What sort of career are you looking for? A career in marketing. I'm looking for a career in marketing. Something in marketing.



7



7 7 7



Do you have any other abilities? I have good communication skills. Yes, I can speak German. My computer skills are excellent.



8



That's good! That's good! That's good!



8 8 8



The salary is 40,000 dollars a year. 9 9 9



O.K., that's what I'm looking for. That's a fair salary. It sounds good to me.



9



When can you start? 10 10 10



I can start in April. In two weeks. At the beginning of November.



10



6 6 6



We would like to offer you the position of Product Manager. I'm the new Product Manager? Excellent. I look forward to starting. Great. See you next month.



Yes, congratulations!



Sentence Pronunciation [20 sentence(s)] I'm sorry I'm late for the interview.
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Well, I have a lot of experience. I have 5 years of experience. I worked in the marketing department of a bank. In the marketing field. Currently, I work for a bank. I had a job as a bank teller. I studied at a French university. Yes, I was at college in Germany. I'm looking for a career in marketing. Something in marketing. I have good communication skills. My computer skills are excellent. O.K., that's what I'm looking for. That's a fair salary. It sounds good to me. I can start in April. At the beginning of November. I'm the new Product Manager? Excellent. I look forward to starting.



Keywords [17 word(s)] career communication experience field interview job to look for to look forward to sth manager marketing to offer (v.) position salary skill to start (v.) to study (v.) university 



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



'Can': ability and likelihood
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to work)



I can work



I (to come)



I can come



you (to work)



you can work



he (to study)



he can study



she (to speak)



she can speak



we (to have)



we can have



they (to start)



they can start



'Can': ability and likelihood



2



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I can work



I can't work



I can start



I can't start I cannot start



you can have



you can't have you cannot have



she can study



she can't study she cannot study



it can work



it can't work it cannot work



they can come



they can't come they cannot come



we can be



we can't be we cannot be



The negative form



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1 an interview a college a university a salary a computer
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You have a job interview for the position of Product Manager.] Good afternoon, Mr. Dean. Please come in. Good afternoon. Thank you very much. I'm sorry I'm late for the interview.



2



2 2 2



That's O.K.



Can you tell me about your experience? Well, I have a lot of experience. Yes, I have 3 years of experience. I have 5 years of experience.



3



3 3 3



In what field? I worked in the marketing department of a bank. In the marketing field. Currently, I work for a bank.



4



4 4 4



Can you tell me about your first job? 5 5 5



I had a job as a bank teller. Yes, I started as a bank teller. O.K., I started as a bank teller.



5



Can you tell me where you studied? I studied at a French university. At a university in Spain. Yes, I was at college in Germany.



6



Oh, you were in France. Oh, you were at a Spanish university. Oh, you were at a German college.



6 6 6



What sort of career are you looking for? 7 7 7



A career in marketing. I'm looking for a career in marketing. Something in marketing.
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7



Do you have any other abilities? I have good communication skills. Yes, I can speak German. My computer skills are excellent.



8



That's good! That's good! That's good!



8 8 8



The salary is 40,000 dollars a year. O.K., that's what I'm looking for. That's a fair salary. It sounds good to me.



9



9 9 9



When can you start? I can start in April. In two weeks. At the beginning of November.



10



10 10 10



We would like to offer you the position of Product Manager. I'm the new Product Manager? Excellent. I look forward to starting. Great. See you next month.



Yes, congratulations!



The Right Word with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



My computer skills are excellent. is have has



2



I have good communication skills. am has are



3



I have a lot of experience. can am do



4



I can speak German. have start work
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5



My computer skills are excellent. fields experiences communications



6



I'm looking for a career in marketing. field experience skill



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. job college skills



2



career university abilities



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to study to start to offer



to learn to begin to give



Sentence Practice [5 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am a receptionist.



I was a receptionist.



I am late for the interview.



I was late for the interview.



It is nice to meet you.



It was nice to meet you.



They are bank tellers for a German bank.



They were bank tellers for a German bank.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am a receptionist.



I was a receptionist.



You are in France.



You were in France.



She is at college in Spain.



She was at college in Spain.



My computer skills are excellent.



My computer skills were excellent.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I was a receptionist.



I am a receptionist.



I was at college in Germany.



I am at college in Germany. I'm at college in Germany.



You were at a Spanish university.



You are at a Spanish university. You're at a Spanish university.



He was the Product Manager.



He is the Product Manager. He's the Product Manager.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: It starts in April.



It started in April.



I work for a bank.



I worked for a bank.



She starts as a bank teller.



She started as a bank teller.



They study at a French university.



They studied at a French university.



Construction of the preterite
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5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: It starts in November.



It started in November.



I have a job as a bank teller.



I had a job as a bank teller.



He works in the marketing department of a bank.



He worked in the marketing department of a bank.



We study at a German college.



We studied at a German college.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Construction of the preterite



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[It is your first day at your new job.] Good morning Peter, how was your commute? My commute was fine, thanks. I found the offices easily. Everything went well, thanks.



2



O.K., this way. O.K., this way. O.K., this way.



3 3 3



On the floor above. On the floor above. On the floor above.



4 4 4



No, it's yours. No, it's yours. No, it's yours.



5 5 5



This is the Marketing Department. Where is the Sales Department? And where is the Human Resources Department? O.K., and the Accounting Department?



4



2 2 2



Let me show you to your desk. Yes, I would like to see my office. I'd like to see my desk. Great, then I can settle in.



3



Great! Great! Great!



You will share your office with Neil. This is Neil's desk? Is this Neil's desk? So, is this Neil's computer?
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5



This is our legal assistant, Sarah. Hello, pleased to meet you. I look forward to working together. Nice to meet you, Sarah.



6



That's right! That's right! That's right!



8 8 8



Of course!



9 9 9



Yes, we have a non-smoking policy. Yes, we have a non-smoking policy. Yes, we have a non-smoking policy.



10 10 10



Do you have any questions? Are the offices non-smoking? Is it a non-smoking office? Do you have a non-smoking rule?



10



7 7 7



Here is our annual report. Yes, I'd like to read that. I would like to read the annual report. Can I have a look at it?



9



No, the office next door. Yes, next door. Yes, next door.



You are in charge of foreign markets. Am I responsible for foreign sales? Are overseas sales my responsibility? So, am I responsible for foreign sales?



8



6 6 6



There is a photocopier in the office opposite. The photocopier is in Sarah's office? The office next to Sarah's? Near the legal assistant's office?



7



Hello. Me, too. Hello.



I'll see you at lunchtime then. When do we eat? O.K., when is lunchtime? Great, at what time?



12 o'clock. 12 o'clock. 12 o'clock.



Keywords [16 word(s)] accounting
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commute department desk to find (v.) floor in charge of legal assistant lunchtime market non-smoking photocopier report responsible for sales to settle in (v.)



Sentence Pronunciation [19 sentence(s)] My commute was fine, thanks. I found the offices easily. Everything went well, thanks. Yes, I would like to see my office. I'd like to see my desk. Great, then I can settle in. And where is the Human Resources Department? Hello, pleased to meet you. I look forward to working together. The photocopier is in Sarah's office? Near the legal assistant's office? Am I responsible for foreign sales? Are overseas sales my responsibility? So, am I responsible for foreign sales? I would like to read the annual report. Can I have a look at it? Are the offices non-smoking? Do you have a non-smoking rule? O.K., when is lunchtime?



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Prepositions of place
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a photocopier a desk a floor an office a journey



2 a desk a photocopier a bank teller a computer an assistant



3 an annual report a computer a desk an office a section



4 an assistant a computer a desk a report a department
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5 non-smoking marketing annual smoking sales



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[It is your first day at your new job.] Good morning Peter, how was your commute? My commute was fine, thanks. I found the offices easily. Everything went well, thanks.



2



3 3 3



On the floor above. On the floor above. On the floor above.



4 4 4



No, it's yours. No, it's yours. No, it's yours.



5 5 5



Hello. Me, too. Hello.



6 6 6



You will share your office with Neil. This is Neil's desk? Is this Neil's desk? So, is this Neil's computer?



5



O.K., this way. O.K., this way. O.K., this way.



This is the Marketing Department. Where is the Sales Department? And where is the Human Resources Department? O.K., and the Accounting Department?



4



2 2 2



Let me show you to your desk. Yes, I would like to see my office. I'd like to see my desk. Great, then I can settle in.



3



Great! Great! Great!



This is our legal assistant, Sarah. Hello, pleased to meet you. I look forward to working together. Nice to meet you, Sarah.
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6



There is a photocopier in the office opposite. The photocopier is in Sarah's office? The office next to Sarah's? Near the legal assistant's office?



7



8 8 8



Of course!



9 9 9



Yes, we have a non-smoking policy. Yes, we have a non-smoking policy. Yes, we have a non-smoking policy.



10 10 10



Do you have any questions? Are the offices non-smoking? Is it a non-smoking office? Do you have a non-smoking rule?



10



That's right! That's right! That's right!



Here is our annual report. Yes, I'd like to read that. I would like to read the annual report. Can I have a look at it?



9



7 7 7



You are in charge of foreign markets. Am I responsible for foreign sales? Are overseas sales my responsibility? So, am I responsible for foreign sales?



8



No, the office next door. Yes, next door. Yes, next door.



I'll see you at lunchtime then. When do we eat? O.K., when is lunchtime? Great, at what time?



12 o'clock. 12 o'clock. 12 o'clock.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



I am in charge of foreign markets. responsible share near
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2



I'm responsible for foreign sales. charge share near



3



There is a photocopier in the office next door. opposite near above



4



The Sales Department is on the floor above. next near to



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to be in charge of to see to find



2



to be responsible for to view to locate



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. annual foreign



yearly overseas



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: This is the desk of Neil.



This is Neil's desk.



This is the office of Sarah.



This is Sarah's office.



That is the computer of Peter.



That is Peter's computer. That's Peter's computer.



This is the department of Neil.



This is Neil's department.



The possessive
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: This is the desk of David.



This is David's desk.



The new job of Ian.



Ian's new job.



The journey of David was long.



David's journey was long.



Sarah is the legal assistant of Chris.



Sarah is Chris's legal assistant.



The possessive



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: This is the desk of David.



This is David's desk.



The office of the legal assistant.



The legal assistant's office.



The photocopier of the department.



The department's photocopier.



The annual report of the company.



The company's annual report.



The possessive



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You have a meeting with your boss.] Good morning, John. Please take a seat. Thanks very much, David. Good morning, David. Hello, David, how are you?



2



2 2 2



Very well, thank you.



Can we discuss your work? 3 3 3



Yes, I'd like to discuss it. I would like to talk about it. Fine, go ahead!
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3



Are you enjoying the job? Yes, I'm learning a lot. I am enjoying it very much. It is very interesting.



4



That's encouraging! That's encouraging! That's encouraging!



6 6 6



That's good news! That's good news! That's good news!



7 7 7



Ann from Marketing. The Marketing Department. An advertising company in New York.



8 8 8



Do you have any questions, John? Who is doing the marketing for the project? Yes, who is responsible for promoting the project? Do you know who's advertising the product?



8



5 5 5



How is the laptop project going? We are working very hard. It is going very well. The project is working well.



7



Fantastic! Fantastic! Fantastic!



Are laptop sales improving? Yes, laptop sales are improving. Laptop sales are increasing. Our sales figures are good.



6



4 4 4



Are you getting along with your co-workers? I'm getting along fine with them. Everybody is very friendly. My co-workers are very kind.



5



Excellent! Excellent! Excellent!



I am very pleased with your progress, John. Thank you very much, David. I am pleased with my progress, too. Glad to hear it!



Keywords [11 word(s)] co-worker to enjoy (v.) friendly
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to get along (v.) to improve (v.) interesting to know (v.) laptop to learn (v.) news pleased



Sentence Pronunciation [21 sentence(s)] Hello, David, how are you? Yes, I'd like to discuss it. I would like to talk about it. Fine, go ahead! Yes, I'm learning a lot. I am enjoying it very much. It is very interesting. I'm getting along fine with them. Everybody is very friendly. My co-workers are very kind. Yes, laptop sales are improving. Laptop sales are increasing. Our sales figures are good. We are working very hard. It is going very well. The project is working well. Who is doing the marketing for the project? Yes, who is responsible for promoting the project? Do you know who's advertising the product? I am pleased with my progress, too. Glad to hear it!
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to like) to talk



I would like to talk



he (to like) to learn



he would like to learn he'd like to learn



she (to like) to improve



she would like to improve she'd like to improve



we (to like) to increase



we would like to increase we'd like to increase



they (to like) to go



they would like to go they'd like to go



you (to like) to discuss



you would like to discuss you'd like to discuss



I (to like) to enjoy



I would like to enjoy I'd like to enjoy



'Would like': expressing wishes



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to like) to talk



I'd like to talk



they (to like) to take



they'd like to take they would like to take



I (to like) to work



I'd like to work I would like to work



she (to like) to be



she'd like to be she would like to be



we (to like) to market



we'd like to market we would like to market



you (to like) to have



you'd like to have you would like to have



he (to like) to advertise



he'd like to advertise he would like to advertise



'Would like': expressing wishes
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I like to talk



I would like to talk



she likes to learn



she would like to learn she'd like to learn



we like to market



we would like to market we'd like to market



I like to advertise



I would like to advertise I'd like to advertise



you like to improve



you would like to improve you'd like to improve



they like to increase



they would like to increase they'd like to increase



he likes to discuss



he would like to discuss he'd like to discuss



'Would like': expressing wishes



4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to work)



I work



he (to enjoy)



he enjoys



I (to market)



I market



they (to increase)



they increase



she (to discuss)



she discusses



we (to improve)



we improve



you (to learn)



you learn



The simple present
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5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to work)



I am working



you (to go)



you are going you're going



we (to learn)



we are learning we're learning



he (to improve)



he is improving he's improving



I (to discuss)



I am discussing I'm discussing



it (to increase)



it is increasing it's increasing



they (to talk)



they are talking they're talking



The present continuous



6



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am (work / working)



I am working



he (discusses / discussing)



he discusses



they are (market / marketing)



they are marketing they're marketing



it is (improve / improving)



it is improving it's improving



we (advertise / advertising)



we advertise



I'm (increase / increasing)



I'm increasing I am increasing



you (take / taking)



you take



The simple present and the present continuous
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 co-workers sales jobs figures scanners



2 a laptop a figure a seat a meeting a co-worker



3 figures questions meetings jobs co-workers



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You have a meeting with your boss.] Good morning, John. Please take a seat. Thanks very much, David. Good morning, David. Hello, David, how are you?



2



2 2 2



Very well, thank you.



Can we discuss your work? 3 3 3



Yes, I'd like to discuss it. I would like to talk about it. Fine, go ahead!
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3



Are you enjoying the job? Yes, I'm learning a lot. I am enjoying it very much. It is very interesting.



4



That's encouraging! That's encouraging! That's encouraging!



6 6 6



That's good news! That's good news! That's good news!



7 7 7



Ann from Marketing. The Marketing Department. An advertising company in New York.



8 8 8



Do you have any questions, John? Who is doing the marketing for the project? Yes, who is responsible for promoting the project? Do you know who's advertising the product?



8



5 5 5



How is the laptop project going? We are working very hard. It is going very well. The project is working well.



7



Fantastic! Fantastic! Fantastic!



Are laptop sales improving? Yes, laptop sales are improving. Laptop sales are increasing. Our sales figures are good.



6



4 4 4



Are you getting along with your co-workers? I'm getting along fine with them. Everybody is very friendly. My co-workers are very kind.



5



Excellent! Excellent! Excellent!



I am very pleased with your progress, John. Thank you very much, David. I am pleased with my progress, too. Glad to hear it!
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The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



I would like to discuss your work. can am have 'Would like': expressing wishes



2



I am enjoying it very much. would can have The present continuous



3



Can we discuss your work? Have Are Is Questions without interrogative words Modal auxiliaries



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. kind excellent increasing



2



friendly fantastic growing



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to discuss to enjoy to increase
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I learn a lot. Laptop sales increase.



Laptop sales are increasing.



The project goes very well.



The project is going very well.



He enjoys his new job.



He is enjoying his new job. He's enjoying his new job.



The present continuous



2



I am learning a lot.



The simple present and the present continuous



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am learning a lot.



I learn a lot.



Our figures are improving.



Our figures improve.



We are marketing a project.



We market a project.



They are discussing sales figures.



They discuss sales figures.



The simple present and the present continuous



3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Who markets the project?



Who is marketing the project?



Who works very hard?



Who is working very hard? Who's working very hard?



Who learns a lot?



Who is learning a lot? Who's learning a lot?



Who advertises the product?



Who is advertising the product? Who's advertising the product?



The present continuous
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4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: Who markets the project?



Who is marketing the project?



Who enjoys it very much?



Who is enjoying it very much? Who's enjoying it very much?



Who markets the product?



Who is marketing the product? Who's marketing the product?



Who gets along with their co-workers?



Who is getting along with their co-workers? Who's getting along with their co-workers?



The present continuous



5



Conjugate as in the example. Example: You (to have) a meeting with your boss. He (to enjoy) working here.



He enjoys working here.



She (to have) a meeting.



She has a meeting.



Our sales figures (to be) good.



Our sales figures are good.



The simple present



6



You have a meeting with your boss.



The verb 'to have'



The verb 'to be'



Conjugate as in the example. Example: You (to have) a meeting with your boss.



You have a meeting with your boss.



My co-workers (to be) very kind.



My co-workers are very kind.



They (to discuss) laptop sales.



They discuss laptop sales.



He (to work) very hard.



He works very hard.



The verb 'to be'



The simple present
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